The Semester Ends . . .
Meeting Times

Final Daily
Today’s issue of the Daily is the last
of the fail semester. The Daily will
resume publication on Feb. 9, the
first day of the spring semester.
NOW, the Daily feature magazine,
also will be continued during the
spring with the first Issue tentatively
scheduled early In March.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FOR FALL 1969-70
P.M. EXAMINATIONS

A.M. EXAMINATIONS I
1970

Thurs.
Jan. 15
Friday
Jan. 16
Sat.
Jan. 17

1:00-3:15

10:00-12:151

7:30-9:45

Free
No Finals
Permitted

Experimental I For. Lang.
History I7A Dept’s.-54:30
Group II
Classes

11:30
Group I
Classes

11:30
Group II
Classes

3:30-5:45

12:30
Group II
Classes

12:30
Group I
Classes

7:00-9:15
Thursday
Night
Classes
4:30
Group 1
Classes

All Women’s Physical Education General Education
Activity Classes Except Modern Dance.
7:30
Group I
Classes

7:30
Group II
Classes

3:30
Group I
Classes

3:30
Group II
Classes

Monday
Night
Classes

Tues.
Jan. 20

8:30
Group II
Classes

8:30
Group I
Classes

2:30
Group II
Classes

2:30
Group I
Classes

Tuesday
Night
Classes

Wed.
Jan. 21

9:30
Group I
Classes

9:30
Group II
Classes

1:30
Group 1
Classes

1:30
Group II
Classes

Wednesday
Night
Classes

Thurs.
Jan. 22

10:30
Group II
Classes

10:30
Group I
Classes

Mon.
Jan. 19
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Make -ups for Postponed Examinations.

Group Classes meet Daily, MWF, M, W, F, MTW, MWTh, MTWF, MW,
MF, WF, MWThF.
Group II classes meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MITI, TThF, MIThF, MTWTh,
TWThF.
Examinations for daily and four-day classes may, at the option of the instructor, extend over the two examination periods which they control.
5:00 and 5:30 classes will have their finals at the last regular class meeting.
*If desired, the time of this examination period may be changed to 4:306:45.
To avoid a conflict in finals a student must not sign up for two classes in
the same group at the same hour.

Federal Fund Shortage

Economizing Threatens EOP Admissions
By ISABEL DURON
Dully Minorities Writer
The federal government’s "hold-theline" approach to further federal funding has placed a stranglehold on new
Chicano and Black Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) admissions for
the spring semester.
Unless the federal government in its
special committee passes an added
amount over the $157 million allocated
and closer to the $191 million requested
for the National Defense Educational
Assistance (NDEA), San Jose State
and other state universities, colleges
and junior colleges will suffer a cutback in new EOP admissions.
Even if the committee allocates the
funds, the bill’s passage depends on
whether or not President Nixon signs
it.
According to Donald Ryan, financial
aids director at SJS, every Educational
Opportunity Grant (EOG) given to
EOP students must be met by matching funds or the EOG cannot be utilized.

Dr. Wang described this concept yesterday in the concluding installment
of the Experimental College’s ecology
seminar "The Unprecedented Crisis,"
in the Umunhum Room of the College
Union.
"The major thing we are concerned
with in the environmental sciences is
studying interaction between one area
and another, from one field of science
to another: from chemistry to geology
to oceanography," he continued.
"A total environmental science may
be defined as ’the horizontal science
which considers all conceivable and
or measurable components affecting
man as an individual and his society
as a whole.’"
Reinforcing his point, Dr. Wang revealed that there are some 5,000 environmental organizations in the United
States in the six areas of federal and
state government, industry, education,
publishing houses, and citizen groups.
He estimated that there are aLout 550

of the latter in California alone.
"In conclusion," Dr. Wang explained,
"research on the development of a total
environmental education system is desperately needed."
Dr. Wang divides this total environmental concept into four areas: an
energysphere, geosphere, biosphere, and
sociosphere.
He then projected these elements
into a "cube theory" of the environment, He placed input on one side,
processes on another, and results on
a third. The fourth side of the cube
contains the time element, and allows
for the projection of an environmental
problem into the future. This system,
Dr. Wang cattends, allows for planning

"We presently do not have funds in
the NDEA which serve as matching
funds," he commented, "and unless
Congress allocates more to the NDEA
those new students will receive no
assistance and cannot enter the college."
This will affect some 40 out of 50
new students in Black EOP and some
50 out of 78 in the Chicano EOP.
With present funds available, Glenn
Toney, director of Black EOP, lamented that at this time he could only
provide for ten new students.
liumberto Garza, Chicano EOP director, admitted he would be "stretching
it" in admitting 20 new students.
One source tapped to help meet the
need for matching funds was the SJS
Martin Luther King Memorial Fund,
founded almost two years ago after
the death of Dr. King.
The Fund presented to the EOP $8,800, which was equally distributed to
the Blacks and Chicanos, $4,400 each.
Unfortunately, according to Dr. Robert Wrede, chairman of the fund, that

Commencement To Begin
Jan. 23 With Art Hoppe
Fall semester 1969-70 and the college careers of about 1,300 SJS students will end Friday, Jan. 23, when

Dr. Wang Says Ecology
Needs Universal Concern
"We must break our boundries bettween biology and chemistry and physics and so on . . . Everybody feels
that we must break these boundries
between one discipline and another."
This is the key to a "Total Enviornmental Concept" according to Dr. JenYu Wang, direetor of SJS’ Environmental Sciences Institute,

of the environment.
Dr. Wang also hit the imbalance of
the environment, and said that man has
the technological capability to re-use
waste material. Garbage, he pointed
out, can be converted into animal feed,
sewage water can be purified, and
paper can be used repeatedly.
Emphasizing that the next few years
will be decisive, Dr. Wang called for a
complete change of attitude on the
part of man as he sees his environment.
The Experimental College will host
several speakers on ecology again next
semester, hut not on a weekly basis,
director Doreen Bauman said.
The ExC will also schedule a class on
ecology action in the community.

commencement exercises begin in Exposition hall at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
Arthur Hoppe, political satirist for
the San Francisco Chronicle (whose
column is now syndicated and appears
in more than 100 newspapers): 9/111 bi
the ceremony’s speaker.
Commencement will start at 7:30
p.m. Candidates for degrees are requested to arrive at 6:45 p.m.
Guest tickets are still available at
the Office of Student Activities and
Services, Adm242,
The Spartan Bookstore will issue the
academic regalia from the Women’s
Gym patio on Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday of next week from 9 am.
to noon and from 1 to 4:30 p.m. except
on Wednesday, when regalia will be
available until 7 p.m.
The rental fee, paid at the time cif
pick-up, will he $10.50 for the bachelor’s and $13.50 for the master’s regalia.
All graduates will be eligible to join
the SJS Alumni Association for $10 a
year or $100 for life, which entitles
them to receive the Spartan magazine,
periodic newsletters on campus happenings and full privileges at the college
library.

Winter Carnival
Discount tickets are still avail-

Inger, lo buy their tielceis now.
Students must have the $1.50 discount ticket to participate in the
various activities and discounts
offered during the week-long carnival.

able, but students wishing to attend the Winter Carnival are

Tickets may be purchased on
Seventh Street. Transportation

This is ityour last chance to
get in on all the excitement of
the Winter Carnival at Squaw

limpsomosismsmilsom,

Clubs and organizar s which are
presently meeting lit (olleg,e Union
conference room facilities are urged
to re-seheiliale meeting times with
Connie Brown, scheduling clerk, in
the College Union. Reservations are
automatically cancelled at the end of
each semester. Some facilities have
already been reassigned to other
campus organizations.

sign-up lists and discount tickets
are also available in the Student
Affairs Business Office,
Winter Carnival (Jan. 23-30) is
sponsored by A.S. and Ski Club.
All students anti friends are
welcome to al tend.

amount is "hardly adequate" to meet
the needs of the EOP in its present
dilemma.
Both Garza and Toney expressed
deep gratitude for the contribution because as scholarship money "it is one
less obligation EOP students have to
meet in terms of loan repayments."
After checking sources such as A.S.
funds, work study monies and other
scholarship programs Toney offered
one answer, with reservations, that new
students coming into the EOP could
borrow on a federally guaranteed loan
which involved a high interest rate and
a lot of red tape.
Although both Garza and Toney were
optimistic that the work study program
or A.S. could supply matching funds,
both financial aids and A.S. have indicated that their funds are low.
From all reports it is hard to justify
the reasons for not being allocated the
necessary funding for the EOP through
one means or another.
A "Study of California College and
University Educational Opportunity
and Community Development Programs" by the Scientific Analysis Corporation under the direction of Dr.
Harry Kitano showed that 70 per cent
of EOP students made better than a 2.2
average.
The study of all university, state and
junior college EOPs in California made
for the Coordinating Council of Higher
Education interviewed college administrators as well as students.
SJS has the largest EOP in California. Almost 1,000 students are currently enrolled, and more than 100
more have been expected for the spring
semester.
But academic achievements of EOP
students hold little Water agains "repressive measures by legislators, such
as Title V which inadvertently affects
EOP funding," said Toney.

Toney admitted that although this
present problem wasn’t unsolvable it
was keeping the EOP on "pins and
needles."
The state’s EOP funding provides
only for new students. Unless the chancellor’s augmentation budget that includes $1.5 million is passed, continuing EOP students will have to rely
solely on federal funding, which is
slowly diminishing, he pointed out. This
includes sophomores, juniors, and some
seniors.
A.S. President James Edwards met
with other state college and university
leaders in Sacramento Monday. They
endorsed Edwards’ proposal for passage
of the $1.5 million EOP budget being
considered by the legislature tomorrow.
After meeting with Gov. Reagan,
Edwards said, "It was all talk and no
action."

Dr. Burns Supports
SJS Crisis Center
Acting President Dr. Hobert W.
Burns has given his endorsement to
the
Crisis
Prevention/Intervention
Center now being conducted on a 24hour basis in the College Union.
The center, sponsored by the Student -Faculty Liaison Committee of
dents to find relaxation and people to
talk to when final studying becomes
impossible. The games and lounge areas
will remain open around the clock
until Jan. 23.
To help students with serious depression problems, drug problems, or even
suicidal tendencies, extra phone lines
have been installed. The number is
287-8004, 5, and 6. Students and faculty trained in clinical psychology are
manning the center.

Survival Faire Extravaganza
Draws Area
Participation
Survival is deadly serious business.
That’s the theme of Survival Faire,
a week-long program of panel discussions, films, and lecturers which will
grapple with the many ecological problems facing our world today. Survival
Faire comes to this campus Feb. 16-20.
Survival Faire, sponsored by the
Humanities 160 class, has drawn the
participation of over 40 organizations
concerned with man’s survival in his
world. Planned Parenthood, the Federal Water Pollution Control Agency,
Save the Bay, Friends of the Earth,
and California Committee to Legalize
Abortion, are just some of the organizations involved, according to a Humanities 160 class spokesman.
Monday, Feb. 16, which has been
designated Population Day, will feature
a panel discussion entitled "Population
Bomb?" Led by Stephanie Mills of
Planned Parenthood. The Congress of
Wonders, a guerilla theater group
which appears daily on radio station
KSAN will also perform.
Tuesday, which is Waste Day, will
start off with a panel about the waste
of human resources. Panelists will include a young high school girl, an ex-

convict, a homosexual college professor,
and a representative from the Women’s
Liberation Front. At noon, the East
Bay Sharks, another guerilla theater
group, will present "A man named
Noah." A panel discussion about the
politics of ecology is scheduled for 8
p.m. with panelists Sen. Alfred Alquist,
Assemblyman George Milias, and San
Jose vice-mayor Norman Mineta.
Survival and Moral Order is the topic
of discussion for Wednesday, Feb. 18.
A panel entitled the "Ethics of Survival" will be led by Dr. E. E. Rutherford, professor of psychology.
Potpourri, migrant theater composed of United Farm Workers and
others will perform at noon.
’Survival and World Order" and address by Richard Falk. Milbank proflessor of international law at Princeton
University, is scheduled for 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Thursday will be devoted to Survival and Social Order, An Air Pollution
panel led by Dr. David Matte, assistant
professor of chemical engineering is
scheduled for 10:30 a.m. Announcement
of winners in the Survival Fairefilm
festival will be announced at 7 p.m.
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Editorial

Section lIt, M, I of Act 36 (the Judiciary’s by-laws) has caused considerable

SJS in Retrospect
Looking back is a con% enient way of
ignoring a nagging future. but often
something is to be learned from history.
In a short four months. we of SJS
ha% e observ ed a li% jug collage of dittotimes. ohm’s -inns and apathyin their
purest form- parade before its. (
tuetliatel . you feet yourself standing
on the sidelines. right?)
Did %tot ha e a hand in the anti -war
moratoriums of October and No%eletber? Were you among the hundreds of
tliousands across the natiim %% Ito actiely marched and catnpaignml against the
insanity that is the \ ietuam war? If
nett. no matter. The dying continues.
1pparently. were a 1 00 per cent titan t late of the I .S. population presented
to -the elders of our times. the dying
mould continue.
Closer to home. iolence found a

niche on the SIS campus.
The ao-pieiou, unveiling of our new
College I iti,m Ana, closely heeled by
fourteen arrests inside that structure.
and laid’ factions of SOS derided for tlw rest of us that we did not
ha % e the right to be interviewed on
campus by prospeetit e employers. A
sigoificatit portion of the .1ssociated
Students ()reused not in agreement with
thi- a-munption. but the college didn’t
make it through a semester t%it lu tilt
soine of that good old damaging publicity in the California media.
\ iolence of a less philosophical na:hararterized campus area streets
-111--1..r.
Repeated rapes and at1,11 rapes were rampant. Robert’ frequent, burglars plied
their trade. and an ocrasional dim
streetlight failed to deter potential
I’ rime.
1 current campaign for at
lighting in the S.IS area needs support
if liii, iry real problem is ever to be
eliminated.
The -’1.0e College Board of Trustees
. Hot, It s%,1 S
guts eminent,
the stud, at-. and Spartan Daily.
/lir
odent-politicians slipped
quietly through restrirtive proposals
aimed at student elections and the de-

termination of who spends student
monies.
But the Gay Liberation Front, a newly formed chapter of a widespread
lionio-evital organization, found itself
the renter of controversy both on campus and in trustee meetings. Spartan
Daily came under fire for printing news
stories about the issue. The outcome is
y, et to he determine(l.
A.S. government finally installed
new executive officers after eight long

months of hassle, appeals and elections.
James Edwards, unique as Black student body president of California’s
second largest state college, assumed
the post after dodging heavy salvos
front right wingers on campus and in
San Jose.
[Hs impact has yet to be felt, although Monday he personally faced off
Governor Reagan in an appearance for
state college Educational Opportunity
Programs (EOP) in general, and SJS’s
in particular. The Chancellor’s $1.5
million Augmentation Budget for EOP
now goes before the legislature.
As we try to forget the aborted
SI: \RS registration system and stand in
line, once more, we can reflect on the
extensi% e ecology-environmental education we has e had at our disposal this
fall. Numerous presentations on the
pollution -population-conservation crisis the world now faces will be aptly
followed up this spring by the highlyorganized "Survival Faire."
Remember. it is a runaway population that keeps you in those endless
lines.Your grandchildren may not live
to stand in line for an education.
Finally, a clandestine National Collegiate ..N.thletic Association (NCAA)
has added the final insult by suspending the champion Spartans for one year.
This history-making team (never before has one team held world records
in all sprint races from the 50-yard
dash to the 140), has been victimized,
and no rational statement why has been
issued by NCAA.
A good semester? Let’s let it ripen
on the shelf awhile and then evaluate!
J.B.

Staff Comment

Some Trivia of the Times
By JEFF KENYON

,

I

-.Ii
I

awl oilier farts.
t-1..,
and failures during
..r of the
.illige

was dedicated but
to stay and witsIi.
IIs t
nion was reib,h,ateil Imi
it. straight enough to isateli.
iii, liadieal Action Nlovement sponsored
the lirst tag-team is resiling exhibition in
I..

the onion.
The SIS football team finally won back
the sietor bell by upsetting LOP.

A suspended the SJS track
leant for Aiming a few members to
lute in a non-sanctioned event in which
eight other colleges partivipated but were
not suspended.
Spiro T. Agnew’s name became a household word.
Gm pruner Lester lladdox of Georgia rode
a hicele in front of a national tiles is’
audience in the same manner that he fine ;
-1 thing- t backwards I.
.-limulred ..11.1 ...di sear the
For the
gin eminent ordered Vississippi and the
rest of the romilry to desegregate.
The new draft lottery.
i-ieetniteme continued the piecemeal aseasination of the Black Panther party,

liicago continued its erusaile to replace
Philadelphia as the city of brotherly love.
laieky stores continued to sell California
table grapes.
Coifed Airlines fired a young Black
stewardess for %raring her natural hairdo

one-Melt

ill0

’Ong.

Tiny Tim made the ultimate sacrifice
when he commit te il his body to one
W0111:111.

Indians captured Alcatraz.
Tip astronauts captured the moon.
San Francisco State made it through
lite %% hole semester with
t owe being
shut down. Nillich only goes to prove the
old axiom that a
ie star does a successful college president make (or was that
sue
1 he kinerican Cancer Society ran an
Ills crt ishunt showing a young man trying
to live a longer life by throwing away
his cigarettes. But, ii will all he in vain,
for he dumps the cigarettes and then the
pai1 into the river. I Es err little bit helps
in the tsar against water pollution.)
1tul that perennial list makeat: the
people of the world still refills to live in
Thi.

peace.

Congratulations; world.

"When did you first discover that your horse no longer loved you? ..."

Guest Room

Bring the Bastion Down Boys
By PAUL ElAWSON
A 18220
There is a looming bastion fringed by
fire. While other areas anti problems are
dissected by student-activists, the School
of Education at San Jose State College
oppresses its captives by implication and
directives stemming from semi-enlightened
despots and bureaucratic bullies. Stuffy
bureaucrats As ave the bloody secret "confidential file- statement before their
charges to bring patriots from the farreaches of student-revolution. Candidates
for education credentials exist in an atmos-

phere of raging fear and anxiety. Will
supervisors of student teachers or education professors provide them with a lifetime of grief via poor recommendations
slipped into the secret "confidential file"
at our Placement Center? Will a supervisor in the field decide to let a principal
or school district personnel man believe
that a candidate for a credential in teaching or counseling would be a poor risk for
hire? Will a student or graduate or undergraduate education be stereotyped and left
wondering if education professors, ever .a
tight group of generals defending the bastion, have marked him had and ruined his
future by collusion? Why are there no
"greensheets" of should-do’s and shouldn’t
do’s for such courses as "student-teaching"
or "observation and curriculum"? I suggest
"greensbeets" would keep our infallible
professors of education honest.
COMPETITION
There may he an excess of teachers
available hut let us keep the competition
open. Let the standards be known in detail.
Let the students choose the resident or
master teacher they want and not have
incompetents or cold residents pushed on
them. Let there lie. residents and supervisors who an- putting the students’ interests first and ahead of personal prejudices, favorites, or stereotypes. Why are
the very attractive girls guaranteed credentials and jobs in advance from the mostly
male cadre of principals, personnel men
at district offiees. and education professors
or student-teaching supervisors?

suggest that the hidden student-activists and fearful straights in the graduate
and
lergrad education majors come out
and womp the idea that students have no
rights. The education student is a nigger.
I suggest that the education department
not lie left to wander aimlessly in reality,

according to the dictates and preferences
that tenured education professors deem
satisfying I suggest students become involved seriously in planning curriculum
for credentials -- students who are not
censored by the fear of secret files, a poor
resident placement., a grade retaliation, or
career damage and frustration resulting
from a professor allying the wrong thing
to a pricipal or district administrator.
PRONOUNCEMENTS
1 am sure hundreds of education stn.
dews would make public pronouncements
of the wonderful, sympathetic, helpftil,

honest professors of education ello help
them into careers or out of them when it
is decided they aren’t suited. However,
some private co llllll ents are not as encouraging. I believe an all-time high in
brown-nosing, buttering-up, anti slavish
pandering to professors’ whims and vanity
exists in the education department. This
kissing-up is in response to the prize (credentials) anti the punishment (poor secretstatements or recommendations, poor or
failing grades, collusion among professors
anti district people, anti ultimately a damaged or ruined career).
STUDENT TENURE
I suggest a sort of student-tenure as a
reform measure. Perhaps after one semester the education department should be
made to guarantee an applicant for a credential (graduate or undtrgrad student) an
open file as to evaluations, a credential, a
resident desired by the student, gradts
based on definite "greensheet" standards,
anti a signed statement that no collusion
may exist anti that students be informed
exactly what professors are telling district
personnel regarding them. This kind of
reform might make some progress towards
a fairer and a less anxiety-ridden system
especially
in the Education Department
for the graduate student who may not have
a great many financial alternatives.
But the effort to change the departmental attitude and the school district
a professor-supervisorone indirectly f
resident oriented a f fit i r to a situation
where students’ interests come first may
be requiring colossal energy. Perhaps the

Black and anti-war paradigm for change
will be the only tole that will work. Perhaps the only effecthe method of asserting students’ rights will be one involving
a radical student-activist approach. Unfortlerestiunaiing
tinately, and I hope I 11111
future credential candidates (almost all
white anti very straight), I do not expect
that education students have the moral
integrity or courage to accomplish any reforms. Perhaps when and if some "thirdworld" type students infiltrate the Education Department, slllll e radical change
toward a fair-deal will result. I think it
is going to take massive anti perhaps violent confrontation of a college department
too archaic and corrupt to have insight
into a massive problem of normally ignor
ing students’ interests and rights. I hope
the days of the paternalistic anti bureaucratically corrupted professor of education
are limited.

STUDENT ACTIVISTS
I call for the toughest. nuist aggressive.
most psychopathic. and indignant longhaired studenbactis is’s atlllll ig the undergraduate poptilation. Get yourself a "loveAmerica" short-hairetit. Get accepted int()
the bastion that is the Education Department’s credential program
the education department in essancis. Then him the

walla off that bastion!

trouble for the Daily and the Judiciary
in past semesters, anti if Monday’s session
is any indication, the section will continue
to spark friction.
The section reads "The defendant appearing before the Judiciary may have a
closed hearing, by so stating."
The clause’s power rests with the word
"may." Originally in Act 36, the word was
"shall," which made a closed hearing automatic, if requested by the defendant.
The "may" now means the defendant
may ask for a closed hearing and the
Judiciary may grant or deny the case tai
deliberation.
This scribe belie%.es that eases before
the Judiciary affect every student at SJS,
if only indirectly, and should lie reported.
Remember the closed Mt-Masters case of
last May.
The burden of providing "sufficient reason" for a closed hearing should rest on the
defendant.
Perhaps an amendment to Act 36 omitting the wording of Section Iii, M, I, as
it stands now and replacing it with "The
defendant appearing before Jtuliciary may
request a closed hearing by providing
sufficient reason to the Judiciary as to
why the hearing should he closed. The
Judiciary will then deliberate the defend-

ant’s reasons for a closed hearing anti those
reasons from objectors of a closed hearing
before deciding whether to deny or to
grant the closed hearing request," would be

better.
This reqtwsted change was submitted
to Student Council, which should have
submitted it to a committee to study the
proposal. It was not introduced.
At Monday’s Judiciary session, the law
body argued for more titan an hour as to
whether an alleged theft case should be
open or closed.
It was decided that the case should first
he introduced by the attorney general and
then a vote taken on the open or closed
hearing question. The case remained open
by a 4-1-0 vote.
Justice Reggie Toran cast the only nay
vote. Torten has shown consistently his
contempt for the press in general and this
reporter in particular.
With his no vote, Toren in effect avowed
his distrust in accepting the wont of this
Daily reporter to withhold the names of
both defendants involved in the two alleged theft cases before the Judiciary Mon-

day. The names were not used as per

Daily

policy and per this reporter’s word.
With the discretion used by Daily reporters in the past and with a change in
Act 36, perhaps the student hotly will be
better able to report all that happens on
this campus, while still protecting the in-

nocent

proved guilty.
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City Council To Face
Issue of Rent Raises
City council members in San
Jose, well aware of the need for
low-cost housing in the city, have
been called on by renters in the
East Side to stop the spiraling
apartment rental costs.
The Metro Tenants Associations, representing apartment
residents on Jeanne and Forest dale avenues in the Olinder Model
Cities area. Monday night got
City Council to agree to an
emergency meeting tomorrow
night at 7:30 to discuss possible
rent control.
In a letter to Mayor Ron
James, the group explained the
need for a freeze on apartment
rents in their area: "Three days
before Christmas, eight families
in our community received notices that their rent was to be
raised $45 per two-bedroom
apartment, to a total of $150,
beginning Jan. 22."
According to the letter, the
apartments are unfurnished, in
need of repair and in an area with
no landscaping.
Four of the families moved out
because of the sudden rent increase.
The association has asked that
their area be declared an "emergency" area and that a rent
freeze, as of the December rent,
be initiated.
Councilman Walter Hays said
at the Monday meeting, "The
emergency is such that the Council should ask the city manager
to study rent controls elsewhere
and set a meeting with the apartment owners to see if we can
work out a compromise that

would not be too harmful to the
owners and would help the tenants."
This report is expected by tomorrow’s meeting.
James Edwards, A.S. president,
has asked that all concerned SJS
students and faculty attend the
7:30 meeting. Edwards cited that
there is a housing problem in this
area where rents are high and
very often are set according to
how close the college is to the
apartment.
Edwards urges anyone who has
specific information relating to
this problem to attend the meeting and testify before council.

Dr. Harrington Chosen
Health Science Names Chairman
New Academic V.P.
Probably the most vacated spot
in SJS administration, that of
academic vice-president, has been
filled for the third time this year,
this time by Dr. Edward J. liarrington.
Harrington, who Was named
acting dean of academic planning
last August. replaces Dr. Brett
Melendy, who will take the vast
of dean of academic planning at
the University of Hawaii, Feb. 1.
Dr. Melendy replaced Dr. Hobert Burns, who was named acting president last summer after
Dr. Robert Clark took over president duties at the University of
Oregon.
Dr. Harrington joined the SJS

Game Rules Changed
Student isaly cards will no
longer be accepted as deposits
for ping pang and pool in the
games area of the College Union,
according to Barry Boniface.
games area manager.
The College Union Board of
Governors has decided that only
current drivers’ licenses, California I.D. cards or $5 deposits will

GLF Presentation
The newly formed Gay Liberation front campus organization
has invited students to participate
with them in planning a presentation during the February Survival Faire.
For information call the Gay
Liberation at 287-6969.

be accepted :is collateral for
checking out pool table or pingpang equipment as of Feb. 1,
Boniface reports.
Up until now, games equipment
was given students in exchange
for a student body card. The card
was returned when the recipient
paid the 90-cent an hour charge
and returned the equipment when
finished.
Apparently students did not
regard their A.S. cards all that
highly, as indicated by a stack of
200 such cards and a loss of
about $200 in games fees as well
as two dozen pilfered ping pang
paddles at $1.50 per paddle.
The Board of Governors also
decided that no under-18-year-old
non-student may use the games
area unless accompanied by an
adult.

faculty in 1935 Is, teach biology
and science education. In 1965,
he was appointed interim associate dean of the college to develop

DR. HARRINGTON
. . . third academic dean
the master curriculum plan for
the school, and in 1967 to the
administrative post of dean of
undergraduate studies.
He will cuntiue to supervise
academic planning when he takes
his new post on Feb. 1.

Nice Try, Fella!

It seems there was a green
Volkswagen parked in a red zone
in front of the gym on San Carlos
Street. Not content to merely
park in the red zone, the student
tried to fool the meter maid patrol by sticking an old parking
ticket on the windshield.
It didn’t fool the meter maid.
She merely left the driver a
note, "Better luck next time,"
attached to a brand new ticket.

Intercultural Center?

Foreign Students Look for ’Home’
By JERRY PEDROTTI
Many SJS students would readily agree that campus housing
commonly carries a plague of
problems.
Perhaps more aware of this afliction than others are the 600
foreign students who have found
their way to San Jose but are
still in search of a "home" at
SJS.
Presently, efforts are being directed toward creating a permanent intercultural center on campus which would benefit both the
foreign students as well as the
rest of the student body.
The SJS foreign student program consists of three main
bodies: the Community Committee for International Students
fCCISt; the Foreign Student
Council and the International
Steering Committee (ICSC).
Until recently the three groups
had been sharing office and meeting space on the second floor of
the old college union through an
Invitation of the Associated Students. However, in December the
groups were reassigned space in
Building I by the administration.
According to Mrs. Terry Pelinga, director for CCIS, the new
move was necessary to make
room for additional faculty offices in the old union on Ninth
Street.
APPEAL
"We have appealed to the College Union Board of Governors
for space in the new union but
so far they have been unable to
find room for us," she explained.
"Although the foreign students
are sixth in priority for space allocation for organizations, we
consider ourselves a being a more
Integral part of campus life than
most other campus groups," Mrs.
Pelinga stressed.
"While the immediate needs of
the foreign organizations only
call for adequate office space and
a lounge for meetings, a more
extensive intercultural center
complex would be the ideal solution to our housing problem," she
explained.
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Even with the community lending moral support, such a center
for foreign activities would require enthusiastic backing by the
college with students and administrative personnel taking the responsibility for its creation, she
emphasized.
Both Mrs. Pelinga and Ibrahim
Otmishi, president of the Foreign
Student Council, agree the Associated Students have been receptive to their problems but admit
little progress toward a permanent foreign center has resulted.
"The AS, government has always approved our requests for
various activities, and they even
set up the ICSC as one of their
subcommittees," Otmishi commented.
NO HELP
"Everyone seems to sympathize
with our organizational problems
including the administration, but
there hasn’t been any real effective help from anyone," the softspoken Iranian student charged.
The job of organizing the foreign students at SJS has not been
an easy task, Otmishi confesses.
It was only last year that the
council was formed.
Coming from various ethnic
backgrounds, the 16 council member obviously have widely differing ideologies and methods of
approaching matters, he explained. Most of those on the

council also lack any kind of
practical political experience so
they are less effective in making
themselves understood, he added.
"The foreign student also has
too much pressure on him, whether it be special academic requirements or the question of tuition
deferral," he complained.
PROPOSAL
A current issue of concern is a
proposal before the Board of
Trustees designed to reduce or
eliminate international students
in state colleges. The proposal is
the apparent result of increased
enrollment in state colleges in
which many California residents
are denied entrance due to a
simple lack of room.
If an intercultural center could
be formed on campus there would
be more time to concentrate on
an effective foreign student program, Otmishi stated. The center
could serve as an international
meeting place for all students and
various exhibits could be featured
as well, he explained.
What the foreign students want
most of all, though, is a chance
to voice effectively "what they
need, what they want and what
they think." Otmishi concluded.
While the foreign students have
migrated to a new home in Building I, it carries a temporary lease
by the administration of only a
few months.

Colleges Recruiting on Campus
Representatives of two major
universities will be recruiting
students for their schools Thursday and Friday at Black Studies,
Bldg. DD, Fifth and San Carlos
Streets.
Richard Haley and Daniel
Weber will be at the Black
Studies building Thursday, Jan.
15 from 2-5 p.m., recruiting students for any graduate school at
the University of California at
TAR Angeles.
On Friday, Jan. 16 from 3-5
p.m. William Brown of Brown
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University in Providence, Rhode
Island, will be looking for students of all levels to attend the
school.

The reality of an intercultural
center on campus is yet to come
and until then the foreign students will remain as a turtle
without a shell.

Dr. Sam F. Radelfinger has recently been appointed as new
department chairman for health
science at SJS. Ile is replacing
Dr. L. R. Bonvechlo, who is returning to a full time teaching
position.
Dr. Radelfinger’s appointment
is effective Feb. 1, when he hopes
to begin plans for certain departmental expansions.
"We already have a superior
master’s degree program fur
teachers in health science," says
Dr. Radelfinger, "which I hope

New Class
To Analyze
Philosophies
The Philosophy Department
will offer a graduate seminar
course during the spring semester
entitled Advanced Seminar in
Value, Philosophy 210.
This graduate seminar will analyze implications of phenomenology and existentialism for value
thoury.
The class will be held Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9:45 in
ED242 beginning Feb. 11.

A go up called the "Chosen
Few" is organizing to legally
challenge December’s draft lottery.
The group, which has engaged
a Mar in County attorney, requests that men who have lottery
numbers from 1-30, and are classified 1-A, 1-A0, 1-0, or II-S
contact draft counselor Bill Hutchison at the Experimental College office in the College Union.
Contending that the lottery
was not random, as the law decrees, the petitioners will go to
court demanding a new drawing
be held.
Any student involved in the
suit will be under no financial
obi ’cation, Hutchison emphasized.

arge’

East Pakistan’s Resetirch and
Evaluation Center on Nuttily
planning for two years.
By next fall, Dr. Radelfinger
plans to develop training in family planning for health educators
and make a general course in
fancily planning available.
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to maintain. But I feel we need
a program in community health
education which is accredited by
the American Public Health Association. If this is established.
graduates can become public
health educators if they don’t
want to teach in the classroom."
Dr. Radelfinger feeLs that modern ideas must be inserted into
society, and not just made available to the limited few who may
attend the cliLssroom, lie is a
member of Zero Population
Growth IZPGI, a nationwide coalition against overpopulation, has
served on the California InterAgency Council on Family Planning, and was chief adviser to
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MUSIC
"If people like my music, fine.
listen and think about it. But
don’t ask me what I sleep in or
eat for dinner," Michaels said.
For being a well known performer, he is surprisingly naive
about being a "professional"
musician. Michaels travels with a
crew of eight young men who
take care of and set up the instruments and amplifiers. Even
though he writes his own music,
he "writes" it in his head, then
records it and his production
manager puts it on paper.
But when he sits at the organ
and unleashes the overpowering
sound of what seems like every
note on the keyboard altogether,
you don’t worry whether or not
he can read music. He captivates
almost every audience into a ,
frenzied stupor.
After watching two concerts, I
one in San Jose, the other in Los
Angeles, I saw each group awestruck by Let’ but also by Fresty,
Bartholomew Eugene Smith Forst, Lee’s drummer and solo
accompanist.
Los Angeles, hometown for Lee.
showed a spirit of loving for its
native son. A capacity crowd
turned out to see this organist
and his drummer at the Whiskey
a Go-Go.
AUDIENCE REACTION
"I love the audience reaction,
their collective good feelings and
appreciation of what I do. I find
making albums in a studio very
sterile, I wish the record company would agree to live ones."
Lee said after the Los Angeles
concert.
Michaels inspires excitement
but not uncontrollable hysteria.
"If one of my concerts ever becomes violent, I’ll stop playing.
If police have to be called to pro-

Fatnew
Autornat1q40/e
folccurSquard’
Muatang and naggy,

EPO
NEWEST. F 1 S,

prestigious for a performer to
champion -- peace, freedom and
love. But he does so only in
the songs he writes, not preaching from the readily available
public platform his position provides him.
"People can learn enough about
me and my ideas by listening to
my music - anything else is my
private life," Michaels said.
He is a quiet self-sufficient
person, concerned offstage with
his family and his song writing.
lie is politically radical but does
not favor, Aar himself, actively
participating.

tect me or any ..t tlw ;,a,henee
ever gets injured, I’ll quit this
business altogi the,. he sold.
This distaste for violence presents itself in Michaels’ opposition to the Vietnam War. "Nixon,
Johnson and all those concerned
with perpetrating the war are
blood-sucking pigs for letting the
slaughter continue. I refuse to be
a party to it so I have mailed
my draft card back to Washington and have refused to pay the
defense spending percentage of
my taxes. I know it may be
tokenism but it’s significant Is,
me," he said, These views are
expressed in his song "The War."
Michaels’ preoccupation with
privacy includes a 40 acre ranch
in the San Fernando Valley
where he raises horses and does
some farming. "S i n ce I am a
vegetarian, I really like having
land where I can raise most of
my food. Eating the pure natural
(cod that you’ve grown brings
you back to reality. You can appreciate your good fortune to
have food and share it with
others," he said.
NO DRUGS
Lee is vehemently against any
kind of drugs. "Anyone who has
to take dope to feel good isn’t
living his life right. He should
be able to get high on relationships with other people and not

ruin his body with poisons. That
is all dope really is," he said. One
of his most recent songs, Heighty
Hi, deals with this good feeling
of personal relationships.
"I get most of my songs (tom
my life, what I believe. If I were
to write about anything I didn’t
know or condone, I’d be a hypocrite and being honest is one of
the most important things in my
life, Lee said.
PEOPLE
"When I talk to people. I like
to know what they think and
especially what interests them
most. This way, they are, to a
degree, an authority on that subject.
Through their concert tours
usually cover the West Coast,
Michaels and his entourage has
played in New York, Chicago and
have an upcoming tour of England scheduled.
Of the English, he said, "They
are writing some of the best
popular songs around today. I’ve
never been to England but I will
be interested to pick up some of
the vibrations that bring about
these songs."
Future plans are vague for
Lee Michaels. He wants to sing
and write songs "as long as
people want to hear me," lie said.
"When they don’t, I guess I will
just try to live peacefully and
grow vegetables."
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Recital Features
SJS Professor
And Violincellist

TY7EWRITERS RENTED

Delevoryas, SJS I’ lessor of music, and Peter Mann.
a cellist from Berlin. German
14. 1070

on Sunday, Feb. 8 at 3 p.m. :it
the Old Town Theater in Lir.
Tickets may be purchased for
81.50 at the door prior to the
afternoon performance or from
Delevoryas in the music department.
The program will include works
by Johann Sebastian Bach, Ernest Bloch, Francois Francouer,
Zoltan Kodaly, and Johannes
Brahms.
Delevoryas graduated from the
JuilHard School of Music, where
he received the Rosenberg and
Loeb prizes for outstanding pianist. His concert appearances
have included redo aincl TV performances and concerts in conjunction with the San Francisco
Symphony.
Mann made his public debut at
the age of 14 by performing the
D major Cello Concerto by
Haydn. He graduated from Berlin’s Humanistic Gymnasium in
1982 and has performed in numerous solo recitaLs throughout
Europe.
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Book Review

LENNY’S

The Radical Ministry
Is, JAN slIAW
In an era that has seen campus
rebellion, student strikes and the
growth of

street

tactics,

many

might wonder if Christianity has
been swept away by the rising
tide of confrontation. Nut so

in

fact, the clergy are often found
on the crest of that wave, leading
the movement.
Such is the case of Michael
Novak, associate professor of Religious Studies and chairman of
the Humanities seminar at the
State University of New York,
who has been called "the ifloat
exciting of the young Americi’n
Catholic Theologians."
His latest book. "A Theology
for Radical Politics." gives a precise and documented insight into
the analytical, sensitive thought
of many young radical Americans
today, particularly those in the
non-nihilistic schools of thought.
Novak sharply criticizes the old
order of America today but unlike many radicals, his thoughts
are turned toward what can be
done- --and his answer lies in the
human spirit. As he says. "The
revolution is in the human spirit
or not at all."
The criticisms, beliefs, humani-

tarian goals and ideals of much
of today’s youth are reflected and
expressed clearly and for the
most part simply.
Each section is complete in
itself but the chapters do not
flow smoothly and seem even a
bit disjointed until the very end
where he wraps it all within his
idea of Christianity, which can be
summed up. ’’human first, Christian second.
tie is bringing radical Christian
theology to the support of the
student movement of the present
generation. But he wants this
movement to extend to all people
from cab drivers to professors.
The revolution must come in the
human spirit, he says, anti so it
is necessary to include all people.
Novak contends that the "key
realities" which concern this
"New Left" are authenticity, a
new sense of community, and a
revolutionary
employment
of
power. He believes that What is
at stake is the quality of human
life.

It is around these

things

that Novak blends his deft criticism of the old order and the neu
generations, suggestions for the
future, prophesies and a kernel of

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
171 E. Santa Clara
(between 4th and 5th)
.

Catherine Huntsinger (left), a
SJS COED WINS AWARD
senior voice major at SJS, recently won a $250 scholarship
awarded by the San Jose Opera Guild based on an audition
conducted by the local association. Presenting the check to Miss
Huntsinger is Mrs. Evelyn McGrath, former president of the
Opera Guild. Miss Huntsinger is a member of the SJS a cappella choir and was recently feature das a soloist with the SJS
Symphony Orchestra. She is also a member of Mu Phi Epsilon,
professional music sorority, and has sung leading roles in several
college operas. Her future plans include a career as an operatic
soprano.
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SJS Soccer Banquet Set
iPlans for spring practice and
final arrangements for Friday’s
’annual awards banquet will be the
topics of diseussiiin at today’s
soecer tr-et ing in .MG201 at 330.
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’ first team selectee!: while
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Niegiihcri., 01 the Spin Lin basketball team will undergo some
iif the toughest tests of their
season during the next few days
final exams.
’rhe Spartan eagers will break
for two weeks but following two
defeats last weekend, the team
won’t spend all its time studying.
There will doubtless be a lot if
additional practice.
The losses, 101-90 to Los Angeles State and 64-57 to "CSanta Barbara. virtually ruined
the Spartans’ ehanees of making
, lain for the Pacific. Coast Athc Association title during the
1.. t tie’s first basketball SeaSt in.
Eight league games remain, in

If

1

Dellvirt Vie ii, I.cii $it It,. It 1. ttttt wit is. BO Nowsl
lames 0,011,9

Dietrick
Graves
Veazey
Hamm
Mortara
Guenther
McKean

Dockery
Nyguist

Howard
Io, mont.oferoo.noo .rote. coil or se. 051 ClIOLL. 044.1. 0,
wen% P.", tree. Son lose. Coition.. 93113 (4011 2114-111000

Horne
Address
LPh..,.

IMO

iiitoribli III

a I , ,iii I, thiee nomeonferenee
games, and SJS probably must
win all eight to have a shot at
the championship.
One of the non -conference contests, the Jan. 27 outing against
Cal State Hayward, will be the
next SJS engagement and should
reveal a little about the benefits
of the extra practice.
In addition, coach Dan Clines
hopes that the health of his crew
will improve.
Although junior guard C. J.
liiwarrl probably won’t return to
itetion until February due to a
severe ankle injury, senior guard
Steve McKean is expected back
after the finals break,

Statistics Story

10th & Reed Sts.
an

Int IN
I

:

San Jo.e, v, al include presentation of All-American,
All -West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference and individual conference awards.
SJS’ barters completed a 13-2
,son which saw them win their
t
ht 1rCISC champion.
7-0 mark.
in

10 Years of Service
af

TYLER AVE AT
STEVENS CREEK
243-6400

r

..;
Ztll Is

414 Iltarket

.4ecissuir.et
Pct,
%dm
for Imported Aol,nAblier (

r;;,;

.1

Cagers Face Tough Tests;
Then Return to Courts

Webb
Walker

Gooch
Robinson
Totals

FG-FGA
100-201
47-104
48- 94
39- 81
39- 89
19- 50
19- 50
20- 47
14- 47
17- 49
14- 47
6- 20
6- 14
9
389-902

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Pct.
.497
.452
.511
.481
.438
.380
.380
.426
.298
.347
.298
.300
.428
.11 I
.431

Pct.
.703
.750
.651
.651
.471
.600
.765
.400
.522
.600
.500
.714
.833
.667
.658

FT-FTA
45- 64
27- 36
24- 31
28- 43
8- 17
21- 35
13- 17
4- 10
12- 23
6- 10
3- 6
5- 7
5- 6
2- 3
203-308

Reb.
141
53
101
101
19
23
14
22
24
19
17
10
14
1
567

Avg.
18.8
10.0
8.2
8.2
6.6
5.4
4.6
44 6.3
40
4.0
40
5.0
31
5.2
2.8
17
2.4
17
4
0.8
75.3
981
TP
245
121
106
106
86
59
51

STUDY PROBLEMS?
ON A DOWNER?
drop into the
COLLEGE UNION

Open all day
and all night
COLD T

Jan. 11-23

If your temperature is ’risen and you have
oi her symptoms of withdrawl get plenty of

Call 287-8004-5-6

CRISIS

rest, drink lots of fluids and two tacos.

INTERVENTION
Phone Orders 297-8421
Asoogrierisa.

4th and St. James

CENTER

"we 44ed &elm
an a /bun’ Aatty Atm llea4

kiebepb

Junilic iir,% a
hobbled by a kne
should be ready to return.
Spartan season scoring leadCoby Dietrick will have S0111,
thing to look tom and to over
the break. He needs just 24 points
to become one of the few SJS
cagers ever to score 1.000 points
in a career. Dietrick came into
this season with 731 points and
already has added 245 in 13
games for an 18.8 average.
The Spartan frosh, now 8-1 for
the season in contrast to the
varsity’s 3-10 record, also will
break for finals until Jan.
when the trash meet University
of San Francisco.
The Spartababes suffered their
first loss last Friday to the standUniversity of California
out
froth, 57-53, but bounced back
to trim the LTC-Medical Center
club, 79-75.
Guard Johnny Skinner continues to lead the Spartababe
scoring with a 19.9 average and
179 points in nine games.
Frosh center Jan Adamson also
continued to provide seorim
port (22 points against the :\ di cal Center ) in addition to
the rebounding.

TOM CORDER ... All-America in 70?

SJS Baseballers Open
Season Feb. 16 Here

Spartan Gymnasts
Resume in SoCal

The SJS Narsity baseball team year, was voted unanirmusly as
will open an extended and rugged team captain by his teammates
SJ S. gymnastics squad, inac- 42-game schedule Feb. 16 against early this week.
Off all PCAA sports, baseball
tive since Dec. 12, resumes acCal Poly (San Louis Obispo, at is considered by many as the top
tivity Jan. 23 in Fullerton against
Stadium.
Spartan
spurt Lung Beach State, Fresno
Cal State (Fullerton) and UCLA
This year’s roundballers, under State. Los Angeles State, San
in their first head-to-head compenew head coach, Gene Menges, are Diego State and UC Santa Barbara
tition of the campaign.
thanks to the enroll- have been known in the past as
The Spartans have a Jan. 24 expected
date with Cal State-Los Angeles ment of some top freshman and "baseball schools."
LijS Angeles State has been in
and Oregon University Jan. 31. junior college transfers - to be
two of the
Coach Clair Jennett’s gymnasts the best in some time at San Jose. the Western Regionals
Paced by All-American shortstop past three years before bowing to
are paced by veteran performers
USC. The year the
Joe Sweeney. Jim Turpin and candidate Tom Corder and a num- UCLA and
to USC, the Trojans
Doug Hills, all from San Mateo. ber ’if other top players, the Spar- Diablos lost
the NCAA championship.
Other top performers are Ed tans open the Pacific Coast Athle- won
Sparacino (rings), Mike Cooper tic Conference April 10 against a
Feb. 16 Cal Poly (San Luis
(floor exercise, vaulting), Bill perennially tough Fresno State
Obispo)
Barnwell (high bar, parallel bar 1, nine.
Feb. 21 at Hayward State
Corder, who was the most valuSteve Sinsel (side horse, paralFeb. 27 at St. Mary’s
lell bar), Rich Havsdad (side able player in the West Coast
Feb. 28 Cal Davis (2)
Athletic League as a junior last
horse) and Jacob Steinlauf.
Mar. 3 at U.S.F.
Mar. 6 Stanford
Mar. 7 Univ. of Pacific (2)
Mar. 10 at San Francisco State
Mar. 13 St. Mary’s
Mar. 14 Hayward State
Mar. 17 U.S.F.
Mar. 18 at Santa Clara
Mar, 21 San Francisco State (2)
Mar. 23 Humboldt State
Mar, 25 Eastern Oregon (2)
Mar. 28 Santa Clara
Mar. 31 at California
Apr. 4 at Stanford (2)
Apr. 6 Claremont
Apr. 7 at San Francisco State.
South
Apr. 10 *Fresno State
Apr. 11 *Fresno State (2)
10th
Apr. 14 at U.S.F.
Stree
Apr. 17 at Los Angeles State
Apr. 18 *at Los Angeles State (2)
E. William
Apr. 21 California
May
I at San Diego State
May 2 *at San Diego State (2)
May 8 U.C. Santa Barbara
May 9 *U.C. Santa Barbara (2)
The Place To Go!
May 15 *Long Beach State
PRESCRIPTIONS
518 S. 10th
May 16 *Long Beach State (2)

BILL’S
COLLEGE
PHARMACY

COSMETIC
SPECIAL
UP TO

PRICE!

1/2

Denotes PCAA games.

2

Cmon In!

I.

VAUGHN FAMOUS
FOR THE

PRICE OF

SALE

VAUGHN’S famous 2 for the price or 1 Clearance Sale. All Suits,
Sportcoats, Slacks, Shirts, SA eaters arrl Jackets at 2 for the price of

SPORTCOATS
49.50
59.50

. . NOW 2 for
.
NOW 2 for

69.50

.

NOW 2 for

4E C

59.50
63.50

DRESS SHIRTS
5.95
7.95
8.95

NOW 2 for
NOW 2 for
NOW 2 for

SUITS
. . NOW 2 for 89.50
. . NOW 2 for 100.00

89.50
100.00
115.00

And save some scratch!

BOOK

Open tonight until 9:00

.

.

.

NOW 2 for 115.00

SWEATERS
RAINCOATS
SPORT SHIRTS
Bank Cracht
Cards Wolcome

,

SLACKS
18.95
22.95
24.95

price of
for the

.

. . NOW 2 for 18.95
. . . NOW 2 for 22.95
NOW 2 for 24.95

1

(

JACKETS
WASH PANTS
KNIT SHIRTS
mws Saws
Est. 1127

iMIGH
4.--AT SATHER GATE-’.
125 S. 4th

330 South Tenth Street

5.95
7.95
8.95

OPEN MON. & THURS. ’TIE. 9:00 P.M.

qr twr

11 in -’n

DAILY-7

On the Sidelines
By KEVIN BOYLE
fiaml football coach Joe ’ii ’I
and iii capable
1..4 Ii
liii, ii it eollle, to 1111N evert:11111
(01111 115. but %hen von 7-14 0-1. 2 01 pound lineman is
iio
1,4 for apartment- in the area, you kind of aild things eqi.
Mellen and aidc, Jul
Johnson. Ciorge Darlington.
Devve., king. Bob Greittkau and John 1.1-kovic has brought
a profe-ional touch is hilt reernitiog top-notch junior eollege
and frcslonan football ’delvers to this I.:11111M-.
The coaches haven’t been sus ing 1101111. but their voices are
working overtime 10 interest the top athletes to emend SJS iii
the spring so that they, can start the first major phase in tic.
Spartans rebuilding program.
The staff is in a position to offer grantin.aids 1which rem
in the area of S1.500) to "blue-chip athletes.What the coaches are trying to do i- take athleteA away
from schools such as Cal. Stanford. I 111.A and USC and do
keep athletes front going to schools outide of Califeirnia.
The idea of taking athletes from California’s "Big Four"
colleges appeared absurd to me and many others. but each
day when I walk into the football office on the seemed floor
of the Iklen’s Gs m and see football players "1hat everybody
is after- it kind of makes me change env iii i 1111.
The major operation at SIS is not only tr:e hag to hring
athletes. but while they are doing this thil are gaining a
reputation of telling it like is is- to the athletes raileir
pr ’sing 1111.111 the world and giving diem nothing.
Although s lllll schools have found it beneficial 10 e,ivi
athletes a line of hull and hope that they get them. S.’S is
following the fine line set by the NCAA.
!leis might lose a number of prospects now. beet the at
!hal they do get here are al
t 100 per cent sure of sticking
around something they don’t do at
other out-of-state
schools
And since this is the first year of the new era. don’t expect
instant results, but do expect a better football team when they
take the field Sept. 19 against Stanford.

PRICES
When you

SELL
YOUR
BOOKS AT

-0,3/41e

Cal
Book
411
4.

Oosi,

WRESTLING CAPTAINOne of the most reliable wrestlers on
this year’s Spartan squad is I67-pounder Walt Thatcher, who is
also the team captain. Thatcher, a senior letterman, has helped
the Spartans fashion a 2-1 dual meet record. The wrestlers will
break for finals before returning to action against UC-Santa
Barbara and Los Angeles State Jan. 24.

GRODINS

SAVE! VESTED SUITS
Nowsave over $20 on Rams
Head 89.50 all -wool vested natural shoulder suits. Run!

$69

ALMADEN FASHION FLAZA VALLEY FAIR CENTER -SAN ANTONIO CENTER FREMONT FASHION PLAZA
Shop Monday through Friday n’giits

I

We
Give
The Top
Prices On
Used Text
Books Due To
Our EIGHTEEN STORE
Buying Power. Come
In And See.

P,*

Cal Book Co.IN’"gri
at two locations

134 E. San Fernando

.

457 E. San Carlos

6.41PAIIIPAN DAILY

Npartan

Heyns PAicris Quiet Sehiester
BERKELEY (API
The militants in and around the University of California at Berks.’.le\
are out of gna. suffering from
"combat fatigue" and appear to
have no appetite to mount it
spring offensive." sas (’htm
Roger Heyns.
"If anything does harped
will not be very much.’ Ile)ns
predicted in an irlti-rview.
"There is a gene i al ,:ere:e." he
added, "that the t,eties of mairecantation are coun cr.( a a lir 4
tive. and that positive thinc,n 11 ’ -,
o.,. --Ii
,:
happened. tilt h !

"Iligher education ha, lost
good leamiellithi) to inriustrY
governierit," he arloci.
"A threat ta free inquiry e():nes
from the extreme right and the
extreme left."
Turning to university internal
matters, fle n0 said he still opltnittsit inn if tuitions but
would ’resign myself- to them
If they were the only solution to
the state’s financial burden.
espressed optimism over
fulora relatiorehips bytween the
uniicrit3 and the legislature and
or atored that dealings with Senate committee, ror In ’will show
real Ina, -

working very hard and construeyears of intermittent
striie on the campus- conceded
tha -aarital’ of U.S. univetsit).
est -china seel last spring
with tile battle of "People’s Park"
inititant takeover of uni,.its -owned land.
Orte roan died, hundreds were
injured and ladled in confiontittMans with ()olive backed by shot
eta - and tear qas.
I frN ’1- ".ho denied reports in
grittriers that he piastre.]
1,, 11,1" 11. Saa; he ref !Weed rel-C1111
11’0111 a three-MOnth vacation
Lotopo "refreshed and en -

GOOD NEWS

0: .,1111.1 011110111,11111101/01
is.
.11, 01 111411er e(11.1(.1111011 the
1116101’ said, "1’i/n)41.1.,. lhe
.
011ie, and President
11,10 111! 111(11011rell ii Wii
1’1 101,111111101111,1,011, 1.11,1: 011,
/11,1/1e111,...

AL’ -11

"N,-1.,11101,...

A.C. Asks
For Trim
f’cnitaris

obserYett.

he

kACH

NO MINIMUM
Jan 1970 only
with this coupon

a lathe to save $900,1100, the
IA..111111114’ 1’01101’11 111. SJ
recommended elimination
iLieLIl?7 rositions plant’
’text year.
State Ikliartment iii I’
e, width orders a "’savings
year, said that this year.lb gulls’ would be inure than $8011.-

-.:4’;11.51

Never -night ze wait for It
per copy

OPEN to7 12DAYS
Kirin,-

Make appointment for
Theei

480 SO. 10t!:
near 61111555
2 blocks from campus
nee the map below
295-’7771
SJSC
..v,vs

Saks-Service

’Its,

515 Al
era
campus copy
490 s. loth
San Jose
295-7778
This coupon is good for

’t high Irr
-rmsen,

NTER’S
Phone 294-2091
71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat.

3 FREE copies
Sorry one per person

.

1or teachers
1!rr eollege ern- ot nome years
.
number
mluyees leave.turiaon. -but those per!
kn.> high in other
ay. when that number

gmoasseusaeocedzoor..-ace-..c......

SKI THE
BIG ITNI4-AS

FEMALE GRAD

EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
HEATHERLEE u oncies now hiri bob ysi tters ar o
(For students, faculty and staff only)
Los Argeles London- IPond-limp)
it
June
i5
Weeks $255.
29-J..ne It,
I:troth-tem-57 Cr, 2HELP
Sept. 22 14 Weeks $295. June 2 In-A uto
3 CEN1E6
to C
21, 9 V/eoks 5295. July 5-Sept. 1, 8 oc4 ’n
Neeks $295. For applcation write or C.U.
:all- ITS TRAVEL, 4246 Overland Ave.
Culver City. 90230. (408) 286-6929
HOUSING IS)
7’3) 89975’t.

itOrrno 2 C
MALE-ROOMMATE

AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
,nor for married, good students. Also.
excelient sayings for single men
7’ C-.’ rjn,...roe Campbell 244-9600.
ti Alt

Ps r :if

START - STANFORD

1 IN by SPORTIN’
r car and Beginners
follye will start any1,r...in 6 ard 9 per.
.

,

SKI PACKAGE $29.50 Jan. 16, 17, 18,
Squaw Valley. meals,
lift discount.
I rr re cr ec 1408) 724-6841.
CENTER

-tt

-t..)

,.4 ,FAR

VALLEY. Special student
nr nioht. Little Lodge
1209 793 1351
.72,

Elia=r111111

66 PONTIAC GTO 389 eng., 4speed.
.
radials, 38,000 mi.
AM -I’M .
2022 ask for John
ofl-.
743.70tr5.
1957 CHEVY A.T. 4 dr. Recent valve
t, _al paint interior, tires. Must sell.
3795 best offer. 287-3481 #1019A.
’69 YAMAHA 250, 2 cylinder, 30 h.p.
Sorer cr trail, bookrack. like new, $515/
77er. 377-0540 after 3.
’69 VW BUG. Excell, Condition. Most
_tell. Best offer over $1650 - Call 265n9n2.

68 AUSTIN AMERICA $1350. Good
-ar 30 MPG. Cali Dennis Wall
"We’re mil making our $800.- 292.7611, nights - 296.8753.
000 hi savings t this year, only
about two-thirds of it. The colFOR SALE 131
lege overall is about S170.000 in
tha re .1 C,n the year right now."
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
I
. manager said.
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
175 E Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
-10ers 11-6. Closed Mondays,
r

rrr

IQ. Norm Drops
For Slate 1312m6

’
Let TMs Itring
Snot’.’ plmts. and

pck \GI:::

Itt

111 Ill, 1,H"f

lin’d‘r"lidg"
little.Squaw \ ails

r

it
1’; 1 ;

11111 1.11111-.
;

1.1’.0111:

1

trPeh. 1)1’11’

’ Ta- :"4,i Valley.
;Iiicy.
y. arid I .1,111,..

Jackson

So pack your bola and
call h.olly Nittittp!,..011.
\.-

I ,;(ntitne

8t"1"1i’.-

\

Repro-

Our People Make You Happy.
We ,lqir Them n Happy

"I 212’6963’

A c iv

/E ME

LieL.__..:diiii=la.19:4211111111=11111111111111

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
SACRAMENTO t Al’
ihe (from $7.50) Call for appointment. 297average I.Q. of California pupils 5522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. 1st St. Downtown,
has dropped to the national norm WOODLATHE 12’’ swing, 4’ long $29.95
or Irk) since 1948, State Superin- new. Radial Drill Press 32" $37.50 new.
tendent of Sellouts Max Rafferty 8 Ball.bearirg tilt arbor table saw with
I h.p, motor complete for $60 new. 292said Tuesday.
0409 or 1 blk. from campus at 60 E. San
But Rafferty quickly added Fernando,
that an increasing use of phonics
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER - Standard
has resulted in improving reading size, excellent condition. 292-0504 or
test scores during the past three 294-1902 after 6 p.m.
years.
BOGNER SKI PANTS, navy blue, wornMaier( y attract:wed before the ,
It, worn twice. $45/best offer.
.V -,
er
committee and C
286-0690 after 5 p.m.
.r
of people COMPLETE SKI EQUIPMENT !
cad,cd the drop in utter. HeadterBuckle Boots (111/2), Volkyl
Palais Skis (205), Markers finest bind
,
10 World War IT the legs. P.K. poles & Aluminum Boot Tree,
378-2734 evenings.
1.Q. was 109, Rafferty
BEFORE FINALS BARGAIN - almost
Ind
1,1.
new Underwood - Olivetti portable
typei.nter, studio 44 model with case.
$49.50. Call Judy Bettman 293-9927,

64’

1

FEMALE

re share 3
$60, reo.

ROOMMATE

4-94

The Classified Office will reopen on February 2. for the Spring Semester. A new and
eager staff will be waiting here to serve

1111=1:=Emil

you.

$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work. 4 good rnen wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guerantmed ’
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
i’nu learn. Transportation ire. Cell to,
Mr. Looney 292-6811.

Remember Spartan Daily Classifieds are
the hest way to reach the college market.

Sixth and ::nnla Cara

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 9, 1970

SI 1ZING SPECIAL
5c COFFEE

Two days

fines
lines
lines
lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

Add this
amount ler
each addi
bona! line

JO

.50

Announcements (1)
0 Automotive (2)
For See (3)

o

LOST AND FOuND (6i
MISSING since last week of vacation:
small, light crowr, wire-haired. Fyne!’
Beagle/Maltese poodle, "Wimpy" or
Georoo Girl." 292-2998 if you have
anion.
OSTfe gold diamond ring, approx.
REWARD!
r , ,ear
4Lororn3_c:3
,4to
ppies9. sft
FOUND

Jan. 7 near cafeteria, smell
an Shepherd puppy with rod

.
ARD,

.12

nie-s11;er Tit
,
inscribed elerd a et e. L I Lange, Chairman. Math Dept. Cal- Fr’. 2175.
LOST - Statistics notes and text. REWARD - Steve 297-7930.

.

PERSONALS

(71

DIANE - GOOD MORNING STARSHINE, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
The Terrible Trio
NEED help with studying or problems?
Come to CHISIS CENTER in C.U. or
call 287-8004-5-6.
SERVICES (3)
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. Ac.
curate. Minor Editing.. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581,
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. See Jose,
258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Cell
Esche’s, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fest,
Can Edit, 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Asia:ear - 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master s - Reports - Dissertations.
Menace* Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Coil 371.0395. San Jose,
GERMAN -ENGLISH Translations by
’-2367
EXPER1P,CED TYPING - ELECTRIC
, etc. Dependable.
OUTSTANDING TYPING -J-Electric.
’1, rro -rts, manuscripts. V.
Barter, 264 0076 Weekdays only 8-6.
Dating
CAMPUS
Service $2.00. Meet
;dam! match. 296-3533.
TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer,
book early! FfOM $179 one way, NO
FEE. Contact Prof. Maga at 293-1033.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Summer
P,111h1, 1.1C, L.A. and Oakland, to London. Amsterdam, Frankfurt. From $270
to $325 roundtrip, $150 to $185 One Way. Coordirator Profecsor Frank F.
Peal. 247 Royrroft Ave. Long Beach
90803. 438-2179,
MEXICO: Artist needs ride. share W.
-,eSenn. break. Send details. Jim
ig Ave. San Jose 95128.
ifrEDED to Colorado for semester
rnessecie at 386 E. Mar. mpenses.

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
MON.-WED.-FRI.
I I -1 - 1:30-3:30
TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

Three days

Four days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75-

2.40
2.903.40
3.90

2.50
3.003.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

o

WANTED FEMALE senior or grad student (nea)) to share modern 2 bed ,,am, 2 bath apt. 333 N. 5, #2. 29871.42.
TWO ROOMMATES to shore 2 bdrm.
-uxerious Lanai Townhouse immediately.
Over 21, straight. 258.6048.

(Count
One day

3
4
5
6

I (
. FEMALE -ROOMMATES needed
2 orirre. ap. v - 2 -8ers. No’’
294.5108
seroXer, preferred. 561 S. i
tr Pon.
Cr oldPROF. .
tt Peter Col.
r. 0463.
FLOALE ROOMMATE ’ended to share
across frOM
,
.
-s.
7930.
?a
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed for
Sce-o Ser-ese -- 155 each. 40 S. 12th
cail Jan. 2638758.
t Inquire Mrs. Haw.
bhs
AVAILABLE.R4ts
4t
i

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

CLASSIFIED RATES

RED DAM

a

oz a. Call 286-

MALE & FEMALE: Full or Part-time Ice
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
Co. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.,
297.4228.

BIG BARNEY, french fries, and 15c
drink, all for 64c with this ad.

share 2
,rl

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED
lroom 2 c.,.

The Classified Ad Office
Is Closed For the
Fall Semester

CLOSE OUT SALE( All blacklight posters
172 price. Blacklights, incense, assorted
leather goods must go! See at 315 S.
12th Anvrinn

Minimum
Three lines
One day

.

wonted to share
MALE ROOMMATE
,.]
fur Sprng
Neer
carnoos.
$61 plus otil.
Semester.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES ’ceded - to 794 6019 ’ask for Jim Prosier or leave
.or SOu rr._ 357 E. Sam
.
a 0- .Ar I. Call Kathy. 286.5673.
2 BDRM. FURN. Apt. available now!
Apt. 2. Call
S.
FEMALE ROOMMATE. 21 or ca.
665297.6537.
share 3 bd.,. cabin in Felton St,
Coll 335-7528 Of 287.8575 after c
RECENTLY Painted -2 Wan, unfurnished
apts. $120/mo. 5 min from SJSC. Call
I FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share 293 5995
modern. 2 bdrm. Townhouse apt. with 2
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED-Royal
others. 4-46 5. 11th *2. 286-4104.
Lar a, Acts. - Upper Division pref. $58/
I FEMALE ROOMMATE to share nice 2 no. 259-4714.
with
$50/mo.
apt.
3
others.
bdrm. 2 bath
I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
55$ S. 10th #17. 287-3531.
tc shave aot. with 2 others. 599 S. 10th
#29.
Call 292.7837.
WANTED Tolerant roommate. $60/mo
Clean apt. 395 S. 4th Apt. I. 297.8042. WANTED: One roommate, prefer Jr. or
Sr. 148 William #16. 294-4553.
Free & Operr atmosphere.
NEEDED 2--FEIkTIACE --ROOMMATES
TWO GIRLS wanted to rent one bdrm., share new apt. with 2 others. $55 irr
of large house with studio space with m286,16
749114.3.
hr.,-, male art students. Call 292-5212.
Nettril Jo tell BoardirTg Flc,
MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2 contract. Colonial Halls. call Ann after
ecJr.---nt with 3 others. Ctose 6. 293-9908.
,c. Upper divition non- CONTRACTS for sale - $200 r ’ in a. 287.0985.
Semester - Halls of Ivy. 297-6735.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Own I WANT to share an apt. starting Feb.
room #53 re,. Next to campus. 295.- 1, 1970. Near campus, prefer own bedroom. Write or call Bob Kotch, 7303
1825. Cali for interview.
Kraft Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2 (213) 765-8778.
child - OK/Adult area/pool/roc. mi. UPPER DIV, male needed to share lux10 min, from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr. ury apt. with 3 other. 148 E. William
286-3795,
#I4 293-6830.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted: to share ROOMMATE WANTED: own room in
2 bdrm. apt. with 2 others. Own bdrrn. fire house, near campus, nonsmoker.
Furnished. 780 S. 11th St. #19. Call 556/mo. Call 295.4568.
after 5 p.m.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SPACE IN THE COLLEGE residence halls SHARE 2 bdrm, apf. $44.45/mo. with
will be available for the spring semester. two others. 2 blks, from campus. Call
Applications may be picked up in the 1V1.1011,5 294-8741 Rm, 115.
Housiro Office, _319 S. 5th St. #6._
NICE, clean apartmert reeds 3 female
2 FEMALE roommates needed to share roumniates. $50/mo. 641 S. 11th #4 apt. with 2 others mmed., 148 E. Wil- no phone, please come by.
liam St. #18 $57.50/mo. Call 286-4538. TWO ROOMMATES NEEDED IMMEDIATELY TO SHARE 2 bdrm. house. $50/
DORM CONTRACT available, room & mo, plus utilities. Kathie or Judy 294board. Call Jill at 293.9908. Leave Mes- 1025.
sage.
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED GREAT LOCATION. Room & kitchen $41/mo. 545 S. 7th #7. 293-1445.
priv., color TV, laundry facilities. $50/ NOW RENTING for next semester
mo. 365 E. San Fernando. DJ. 293.9633. Coed, parking, study rooms, 1 blk, from
STATE HOUSE now accepting applice campus. Convenience of dorms without
+ions. 2 bdrres., 2 baths. $180 & $200/ the restrictions or high cost. State I I.
155 S. 11th. We do not close during
rno. Call 297-8596,
vacations or breaks!
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER: Own room, non- 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to
util. V2 block share 5 bdrm, house with 3 others. Upper
smoker, up-div. $65 rno.
div. preferred. $57.50/mo. 295-4658.
from_carnpus. Call Ruth, 292-1298,
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdrm. apt,
2 FEMALE NON-SMOKER roommates with liberal male. Walk to State and
needed. 2 bdrm, apt. acrois from Dun- have as many friends over es you like
can Hall 415 S. 5th St. #11 $40/mo. 287-8152.
Call 286-6931.
WANTED: Professor needs I bdrm. house
INDUSTRIAL Design Junior, age 26. Or roomy quiet apartment near campus.
Navy veteran, looking for pad near cam- 298-1970.
pus with mature, non-smoker roommate.
APT. FOR RENT, 2 bdrm.. 2 bath. kitchJay at 287-0985.
en. living room, 4-6 persons, 4th & E.
MEN ONLY, large rooms, good food. William. Avail. Feb. 15, 297-9235.
game tables and TV, Room and board FEMALE STUDENT: serious. non-smoking.
$95/mo. Room only $55/mo. Open year Nice room for rent with kitchen priv.
around. 345 E. William 287-0209.
287-3125 or 293.9390 after 2.
COED living center, spacious lounge 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to
with color TV, heated pool, study rooms share 2 bdrm, apt. with 1 other. 665 S.
and game room. Room and Board $450 8th St. #4. Call Marilyn 287-5048.
semester, room only $270. Open year UNAPPROVED Room & Board: one meal,
round. 525 So. 9th. 287-4885,
dinner only. Delicious food. Call 292.
2 FEMALE roommates needed to share 7278,
FEMALE ROOMMATE reeded to share
2 brim. apt. w n other, 1 blk from
-ne other girl. 3 blks. from
campus. $53.34 rr
poor div. pref. Call house wBe, 797-4T96.
’ins pd. 2F6 9914,
SJS. $90

SKI PARKA. Brand new, medium, "White
Stag’ $25. 266-4863, 351 S. DA. Ask
for Gabe, apt. 12.

REGULARLY 84/

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED to
r.rd eve-freers+ with
0. #5. $37.50,Ono.

1 FEMALE

NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stu- GIRL STUDENT for sitter, light hoc-.
I
s ac, ire -.0 pilots. Four aircraft.
. .0 to 5:00 p.m. Wee,
’u -ca or. $22.00 per week. Mr
fee & monthly duet.
.57i5O2 or 248-8484.
Hamilton 251.0987 after 6 p.m.

teat-hers the monies constitute ’68 BULTACO El Tigre 250cc, 2400 mi.
the "savings."
Call 286-9137. Excellent condition. $500
I ’Sing this formula, the Finance rash.
Derailment assigns a D., !,1
62 STEP VAN. 4 Cyl., 16.20 MPG,
or --.1vin.ro es:peeled Is, 1,,
Cell 286.5806, 36
t. 11
r.J.
4ro,tir ol each
’
1151 ittltion.
62 TR4, 585,0 5030 mi. on engine, good
\
I I
II.
i
Fremont.

Vie honor Master
Charge and FirsT
Nalional cards.

*too IMOS

HEATHERLEE Agencies now acceerir
’replications for temporary & pa
r abysittire & housekeeping. 296

ANNOUNCEMENTS it

63 FALCON - Modified Six - Monroe
Air Lifts, New Trans.,
.,
L..arter. Regulator. Michelin
When a decrease in the school’s iires, much more. $700. Call after 2 p.m.
payroll results from the replace- 259-0824.
ment of older, higher-paid in- ’6$ MUSTANG convertible, 4 speed,
structors by younger, lower paid icod shape, call 294-8287 - $850.

of c.fudent rates

Seen 7:4; AM
(during Jan a-Finale;

I

Daiiy Classifieds

T^,o111-y 14, 1n7!i

0 Help Minted (4)

0

NOSSRIR (5)

0 Lag end Found

(6)

Li Personals (7)
Sinless (11)
0 transportaboll (B)

U

Print Name _Address
City

For
Enclosed is $
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER. OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after Oscine tor ad to aBltaar

Days

